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Wireless earphones TWS Foneng BL09L (white)

TWS 1:1 (Single Type) Wireless Headphones Foneng BL09L (White)
Looking for the perfect everyday headphones? The Foneng BL09L will be perfect for you! They will provide you with a high-quality, stable
Bluetooth 5.0 connection and surprising sound quality. What's more, they will be very comfortable to use, thanks to the touch control and
the large battery providing up to 4 hours of operating time.
 
Excellent sound quality
Enjoy  your  favourite  songs  in  top  quality.  Foneng  headphones  will  provide  you  with  high  quality,  shocking  sound.  What's  more,  the
Bluetooth  5.0  connection  will  be  constant  and  stable,  so  you  can  already  forget  about  interference  or  hardware  disconnection.  With
Foneng, you'll lose yourself in the music! 
 
Comfortable to use
Foneng wireless headphones have been created with comfort in mind. Touch control allows you to pause or change your music, answer
or reject calls or activate the voice assistant without taking your phone out of your pocket. What's more, you can also easily check the
battery of the case and each of the earphones. 
 
Built to talk
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The BL09L headphones will be perfect not only for listening to music, but also for making phone calls. With call noise cancellation, these
headphones guarantee HD quality calls. This makes sure that you will hear every word your caller says, even in a crowded train station
or shopping centre. 
 
Large battery
What sets the BL09L apart is its large battery, which guarantees a music playback time of up to 4 hours. What's more, when you're not
using them, they can go into standby mode, which lasts up to 50 hours! 
 
	Producer 
	Foneng 
	Model 
	BL09L
	Bluetooth 
	5.0
	Standby time 
	up to 50 hours 
	Playback time 
	up to 4 hours 
	Colour 
	White

Preço:

€ 15.50

Jogos, Headphones
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